Substance Dependence Treatment Endpoint and Intermediate Outcomes

Abstract

This min review identified the plethora of published substance dependence treatment outcomes between 2012 and 2017 and classified them with reference to their treatment foci. The reviewed papers were original and review articles indexed in PubMed. The endpoint outcome was identified as highest attainable level of health and well-being. The intermediate outcomes leading to the endpoint were identified as primary and secondary.
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Introduction

Substance dependence is a clinical disorder resulting from repeated, excessive use of psychoactive substance that affects the brain to alter mental processes, namely thinking, feeling, perception and behavior. The associated problems of substance dependence are mediated via direct and indirect effects of the substance on physical and mental health and via the effects of altered mental processes on personal functioning that spills over to impairment in family and broader social context.

The etiology of the disorder is complex because problems associated with it may stem from, lead to, or aggravate, or may not have direct cause-effect relationship to it. This complexity informs the treatment foci and expected outcomes in substance dependence treatment. Many investigators of Substance dependence treatment have reported a plethora of outcome measures. The aim of this mini review was to identify and classify treatment outcome measures for substance dependence.

A systematic search of PubMed was conducted on 6 March 2017. The advanced query builder of PubMed was used to search articles that contained the following query in their titles: (Substance or drug) and (use or abuse or dependence or addiction or hazardous) and (treatment or intervention) and (outcome* or goal* or measure* or aim* or result*). The asterisk (*) truncation “wildcard” was added to search the plural forms of the corresponding keywords. The search query resulted in 329 hits. Papers published outside the last 5 years were excluded, giving final hits of 78 papers. The abstracts of the papers were perused and those found relevant (that is, contained reference to outcome measures) were retrieved and reviewed in detail. When multiple articles report on same outcome, the most recent or most relevant was cited. Some articles in the reference lists of the reviewed article were also retrieved and reviewed. As the foundation for outcome for any health intervention, the World Health Organization document that defines the scope of any treatment and its outcome was included for review along with the papers selected.

Discussion

According to WHO Expert Committee on substance dependence, treatment is used to define the process that begins when psychoactive substance users come into contact with a health provider or other community service, and may continue through a succession of specific interventions until the highest attainable level of health and well-being is reached [1]. Strictly by this definition, a successful treatment gives “highest attainable level of health and well-being”, which is the overall goal but which, with presently available assessment tools and techniques, is impracticable to measure. However, there are tools to measure increase in “level of health and well-being”: for example, Addiction Severity Index [2] can measure changes in level of physical, mental and social health while a visual analogue scale can do the same for well-being [3].

Since treatment is a “succession of specific interventions”, all specific interventions have goals that contribute to the overall goal. For individuals currently using substance, the first goal of intervention is to increase their motivation (and get them to the point of taking action) to stop or reduce their substance use. This can be achieved with Screening Brief Intervention and Referral for Treatment [4] and can be assessed with instruments such as Readiness Ruler [5] or the Stages of Change, Readiness, and Treatment Eagerness Scale [6]. For individuals receiving or who have received treatment, stopping or reducing substance use is often taken as the primary treatment outcome and is assessed with self-report and/or biological testing (SRBT) [7-9]. Having stopped or reduced substance use, the outcome of treatment becomes maintenance or relapse prevention [6], which is also measured with SRBT. Stopping, reducing or relapse prevention is recommended as primary outcome of treatment [8]. "Primary" in this sense is not necessarily the "most important" for all patients with substance use disorders (SUD) every time they access treatment for SUD; it should be taken as meaning without substance use, the patient would not present in a SUD treatment facility. Treatment related predictors of abstinence or reduced...
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substance use, such as treatment retention [2], endorsement of the philosophy and behaviors encouraged in 12-step oriented drug counseling [10] and patient satisfaction with treatment [11] are also published treatment outcomes. Other outcomes include behavioral attributes such as externalizing and internalizing tendencies [12] and risky behaviours, such as injection risk and high-risk sexual behaviors [13]. A treatment outcome that is focused on monetary value is the economic gain of treatment against non-treatment [14].

Conclusion

While “highest attainable level of health and well-being” is the two-pronged endpoint outcome of substance dependence treatment, intermediate outcomes which lead to the endpoint may be classified as primary outcome, that is, those related to cessation or reduction in quantity or frequency of substance use; and secondary outcomes, such as predictors of substance use reduction or abstinence, amelioration of aspect(s) of the multi-domain problems associated with substance dependence, and economic value of treatment against non-treatment. Specific interventions in substance abuse treatment focus on specific intermediate outcomes. The complexity of substance dependence and its treatment makes it necessary to consider many outcome measures when evaluating treatment and to link specific interventions with specific outcomes.
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